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MEchVErsE

MechVerse is a blockchain-enabled ﬁctional universe inspired in
“near future space exploration“ and that revolves around the
creation of Mechanized Robots (Mechs), the discovery of new lands
and the desire of the human spirit to go beyond their own limits.
We aim to build an online universe with a community ﬁrst approach. To
date, we have involved our members in our decision making process.
We will strive to continue doing that as we reach our milestones and
reward them handsomely for it. It is in our DNA to empower our
members as they beneﬁt from the growing network effects.

MechVerse will have
something for every type
of player: whether they
seek to partake in the
community, play to earn,
have for goal to be
rewarded for content
creation, or purely as a
means to generate
passive income.
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blockchain EnablEd
EntErtainmEnt

The Distributed and Decentralized nature
of the blockchain technology makes it a
well-suited system to build on top of for
access control and digital assets
ownership management.
Both, access and digital assets, are
transactionally based and its ownership
can be transferred in a permission-less
environment as the distributed ledger
where blockchain is build on.

All these transactions, when moved to the blockchain, are now assets
that can be used, leveraged upon, rented and distributed as they
were never before. This turns any fandom into something not only a
community can enjoy but also as a proﬁtable stream for the creator;
which is a stark contrast to the legacy world where it was locked by
private and centralized ownership models. In essence, this empowers
content creators along with members of the network via various
channels so they can reap rewards of the network effects.
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functional
nfts
The NFT market had a
combined annual
spend of $1 trillion
dollars in 2020-2021.

https://loupfunds.com/the-1-trillion-nft-market/

This new asset type is in high demand due to its artistic nature, its
relationship and integration with blockchains and its transaction-ﬁrst
origin. There are many categories of NFTs, but the predominant one
is the artistic/collectible one. However, we believe that a new
category will start to grow at exponential pace: the Functional or
Utilitarian NFTs. Functional NFTs are the ones that are hold not only
because they are beautiful or transferable, but that provide a usage
beyond it.

We believe that this inﬂux of NFT creative minds will lead to the next
decentralized Hasbro, the next decentralized Disney, the next
decentralized Nintendo.
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THE TEAM
The Developers on the team have more than 20 years of experience in
heavy trafﬁc applications, ﬁntech, agtech, advertisement and consumer
applications, movies and games. They have experience in Crypto trading
and have been following and participating in the Cardano ecosystem for
the last couple of years.
“The Artists, Designers” and creative minds on the team have vast
experience in Movies, Short Films, Television and Advertising. All of our art
and design is produced and owned by the creators, crafted with high
quality and great content in mind. All of the unique pieces created thru the
expansion of the MechVerse will be available to collect as NFT artifacts.
At the moment we have chosen to stay anonymous for various reasons but
some of us do plan to reveal our real identities, while others might choose
to keep their real identities private. We are three cofounders supported by
a team of talented contractors.

BOLT
Creator by nature, Bolt has worked in multiple ﬁelds as a Graphic Designer, Writer and Software
Engineer. Has worked for more than 12 years in Large Organizations (From Multinational
Advertisement agencies to Silicon Valley Unicorns and Forbes 500 Companies) leading
Engineering and Creative teams to deliver high quality and scalable products.

THE ARMORER
Passionate about storytelling and visual development, director of ﬁlms and animation, with
more than ten years in different entertainment industries such as TV, advertisement, and
feature ﬁlms as director, 3D artist and creative.

COSMIC VOID
Over 10 years of engineering experience in companies of all sizes with a skillset including
but not limited to: Marketing/Advertising in Forbes 500, Machine Learning at FAANG, Front
End Web experience in both medium size companies and startups. Cosmic Void has strong
experience leading engineering teams, creating processes, launching products, and building
UX/UIs alongside designers, product owners, and engineers.
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MECHVERSE MEMBERSHIP

PASS NFT

The MechVerse Pass (TrailBlazer, Pioneer, Regular) will be the only
way a user can access our products and experiences.

WALLET

GAMES
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METAVERSE

VIDEO

E-READER
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When accessing one of the MechVerse digital properties (games,
metaverse, streaming video, eReader), you will need to have a
MechVerse Pass in your wallet to be able to access the content, or
create a MechVerse account with your linked wallet to verify your
access. Future tiers will enable added beneﬁts in various forms all
elevating the experience in the MechVerse as well as potentially in the
"real" world.

TRAILBLAZER
PASS
This Member Pass NFT will be
offered to all Season 1 MechVerse
Units NFT Collection Owners. This
pass will give you perpetual access
to the MechVerse Universe
content (no need to renew
annually), also will give you priority
access to IDO and NFT Releases
ahead of other members.

PIONEER
PASS

REGULAR
PASS

This Member Pass NFT will be
offered to all Ignis Land Owners by
the time of minting. This pass will
give you perpetual access to the
MechVerse Universe content (no
need to renew annually).

This Member Pass NFT will be
available for minting at any time in
our main web vending machine.
This pass will give you access to the
MechVerse content (games,
streaming video, eReader).

The MechVerse Pass w ill have a validity of one year after the purchase date.
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MEchVErsE:
origin game
MECHVERSE: ORIGIN

The core objective of the Outpost
is to serve you as your home base
to explore the vast MechVerse
Universe. To Accomplish that, you
will need to defend your
settlement from pests, build and
craft artifacts to automate the
work, and ﬁnally build a probe that
will allow you to go to other
planets of the MechVerse and
claim them for your clan.

is a base-building
strategy games (Like
Rimworld, Factorio and
Stardew Valley) inspired
in space exploration
embedded with
Functional NFTs.

The MechVerse will work
online and available for Browsers in
Desktop and Mobile devices.

MECHVERSE LORE NFTS
MechVerse Universe inspired unique art will be minted for our
members to own. This will be high quality art pieces with low
minting counts and offered exclusively only to our MechVerse
Member Pass holders. We have worked with creatives in the
space, completing 3 detailed Lores related to factions in
MechVerse. This will ensure a strong foundation for the story
line, engaging the player by immersing them in it.
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ORIGIN NFTS

WALLET

MechVerse:Origin is our ﬁrst game in development. This slow paced
Base-Building game will have NFTs at its core. All the units, pieces and
places will be owned by the players in the form of NFTs.
Commanders manage an outpost in an interplanetary universe called
MV1. They are able to choose their own path at any time whether it is:
crafting resources, creating experiences, gaming, or creating their
own way to reap proﬁts from the economies.

The blockchain enabled world will have for goal to provide ﬁnancial freedom f or the
unbanked and those that want to play to earn, as well as supporting several NGOs with
donations of money, NFTs or both.
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LAND SELECTOR

LORE
LAND
PRIVATE
LAND
PUBLIC
LAND
Can’t Buy / Can’t Mint
Limited Drops
Can Buy / Can Mint
Regular Rates

Can’t Buy / Can Mint
Low Rates

MechVerse players will be able to buy Land NFTs of each one of the 10
planets of MV1 (MechVerse Planetary System) starting with Ignis
(The Fire Planet).

In Ignis we will off er 15.000 hexes for sale that can be used for Outpost
building, resource extraction or renting to other players.
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PRIVATE LANDS
Every Pioneer Pass holder will receive an Outpost by default, but will have the opportunity
to buy up to 10 hexes. Each player will be able to assign a Clan to their Outposts giving
them higher special abilities to craft special artifacts, mine certain resources faster or trade
in the MechVerse Merchant with other players of the same clan at lower fees. The First
Pioneers will be able to access their settlements in highly prosperous and rich
environments, and will be given some support tools to enhance their ﬁrst arrivals.

RENTED LANDS
Private Lands can be rented. The arrangement of the rent will be agreed by
the lender and the tenants

PUBLIC LANDS
All Regular Pass Holders that don't own Land will play from a shared Outpost area. They
will, as well, be able to Rent an Outpost or ﬁght and win matches to buy their own Outpost
Land. Other way of wining at MechVerse:Origin is by gathering resources from Public Lands.
There will be 1.500 pieces of Land that are accessible to every MechVerse Member that is
not a Land Owner. Each one of this Lands will have limited resources and the drop rate will
be limited. This will be an available resource for players that don't have enough capital to
access their own lands.

LORE LANDS
This Hexes are not for rent and will NOT be available for mining. Lore speciﬁc locations will
contain stories and special vending machine systems to drop unique NFTs and content to
players.

MECHVERSE COLLABORATION NFTS
The MechVerse will join creative efforts with artists and creators to
launch new content (Youtube Videos, Short Stories, Art Pieces), this
new set of content will be available for minting in the MechVerse
Merchant Station. Our creators will be reaping a percentage of all
sales and as well any resell as per smart contracts in the future.
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REsourcEs and
Crafting NfTs
MECH UNITS NFTS

In MechVerse:Origin all the actions taken
in the game are done by Mechanized Robot units. Each Unit type can
only execute speciﬁc actions. For example, the Private Mech is
required to battle, craft, and mine.
Our ﬁrst collection will be focused on Military Units (Privates, Squad
Leads and Corporates), nevertheless more unit types will be delivered
later to automate regular tasks as the Outpost is transformed into a
Settlement.
Mech Units will share different color parts that will give extra boost
for different abilities, until game mechanics are set in stone we cannot
determine to what exact effect they will increase but at the time of
writing:

•
•
•
•

Black parts will aid in Stealth.
Rusty Red parts will increase rare resources extraction.
Si lver Limbs will increase Attack Damage.
Gold Limbs will increase exploration speed.

RESOURCES BASED NFTS

Other colors might
come in play and affect
the game mechanics in
future deployments.
Players can obtain new
units from new
deployments or trading
with other players.

After you have claimed an Outpost, you can deploy your Mechs to
gather resources, explore surroundings or stay idle. During gathering
and exploration, the Mechs will bring back to the base resources of 5
essential types: Water, Ore, Rock, Energy, Organic Materials.
Every Cardano Epoch, you will be able to convert your gathered resources into unique Resource
NFTs (rNFTs). Each rNFT is unique in its artistic value, but also can be used for Crafting new
artifacts for the Outpost.
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CRAFTING ARTIFACTS

After you have collected
resources or found
native objects, you can
use an Outpost Crafting
Station to transform
them into new artifacts.

The Crafting Process is as follows:
• Select the source materials (from your wallet or your inventory) and send them to the
crafting station. (If the source materials are f rom the 5 essential types, they will go back
to the general pile to be recycled, rare materials and native objects are not recyclable.
They will be burned.)
• After the i tems arri ve to the Crafting Wall et, you can select the recipe you want to
follow. (NOTE: The i tems should come from the same wallet, and need to share the same
wallet as your Outpost, multi-wallet support is not available for Craf ting.)
• The Crafting Smart Contract will create the new artifact and send it to the same
wallet of the Outpost.

Crafting resources to new rNFTs will have a cost. Every Crafted rNFT will also contain a
2.5% Royalty that will go to support the continuity of the MechVerse.
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roadmap

Q4
2021

Season 1
Deployment 1-2-3

Q1
2022

(2.000 units each)

Concept Art
White & Lite Paper
Reddit AMA
Marketing
Partnerships
(YouTube, Twitter
shoutouts, etc..)

Ignis Map Reveal
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Season 1
Deployment 4 and
5 (2.000 units each)
Ignis Land
Selection
Unique
NFT Art awarded
to all wallet
holders
NFT TrailBlazer
Pass awarded to
all wallet holders
NFT Lore from
Ignatius available
to mint
Outpost Inventory
Crafting
Mechanics details

Q2
2022

Finalize Crafting
Mechanics
Outpost concept
art
Unique
NFT Lore from
second faction to
mint
Season 2
new deployments
1-2-3

Q3
202 2

Hex Board for the
outpost
Land grab enabled
Land Mechanics
details
Season 2
new deployments
4-5
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DISCLAIMER
Informational purposes only: The information set out here in is only
conceptual, and describes the future development goals for
MechVerse to be developed. In particular, the project roadmap is
being shared in order to outline some of the plans of the MechVerse
team, and is provided solely for INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES and
does not constitute any binding commitment. Please do not rely on
this information because ultimately, the development, release, and
timing of any products, features or functionality remains at the sole
discretion of the team, or their respective afﬁliates, and is subject to
change. Further, the white paper may be amended or replaced from
time to time. There are no obligations to update the white paper or to
provide recipients with access to any information beyond what is
provided herein.

All MechVerse content is created for entertainment purposes only.

MECH TOKEN IDO
After we have completed our ﬁrst prototype and gathered input from the
community. We will have an Initial Dex Offering of the MECH Token. The
MECH Token will be give its holders Voting Rights in the future of the
MechVerse Mechanics and Rewards (The rules of the game will be dictated by
a decentralized organization). The Terms and Times of this IDO is not yet
deﬁned, and will depend on other factors such as community growth and
ecosystem support. When, and if it happens, the TrailBlazer and Pioneer pass
holders will have early access and preference price over other buyers.
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